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Delta Industrial 
Completes Earthquake Proof
Construction Project
Innovative “on-the-fly” design build ability enables industrial turnkey contractor to complete 
the project at half the projected cost.

Jeffersonville, OH. – Delta Industrial’s skilled team of in-house engineers designed and built a 
press foundation with accessory pits for scrap metal conveyors, and electrical and mechanical 

lines for TFO Tech Company Ltd., a supplier of forged parts to the automotive industry.

Using their extensive construction experience, the engineers altered the original design 
plans for the installation of the 5,000-ton Kyromoto Forging Press and incredibly 
slashed costs and construction time in half!

The project required excavation of a 24-foot deep pit. Crane columns located near 
the excavation had to be supported during construction to avoid any shifting or 
weakening of their base. By the end of July, the press had been set into place and 
NO adjustments were required.

Delta Industrial, the recognized leader in machine foundations, press pits and 
industrial concrete construction has offices in Chesterfield Michigan, Trussville 
Alabama, and Fort Thomas Kentucky. The company, founded in 1993, specializes 
in the design and construction of machine and press foundations, concrete flat work 
and steel fabrication.

About Delta – We are a “Full Performance,” company with the ability to control every 
aspect of construction and we own all the necessary construction equipment.

We are well versed in cutting edge construction techniques and are able to assist our 
clients from concept through design to finished product.

We have worked with a wide and diverse base of companies throughout  
the country.


